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thematic reading of sherlock holmes ... - crime and culture: a thematic reading of sherlock holmes and his
adaptations by britney broyles b.a., university of louisville, 2008 m.a., university of louisville, 2012 a
dissertation submitted to the faculty of the college of arts and sciences of the university of louisville in partial
fulfillment of the requirements for the degree of prison life in popular culture: from the big house to ... simply entertained by these crime tales, others rely on these stories to ... 2 prison life in popular culture. the
media to gain knowledge of social issues (krczmar and strizhakoa 2009). the end result is an overreliance on
media imagery as a source of information about prison. the problem is that the media are known media
consumption and public attitudes toward crime and ... - journal of criminal justice and popular culture,
10 (2): 109-126. media consumption and public attitudes toward crime and justice: the relationship between
fear of crime, punitive attitudes, and perceived police effectiveness by kenneth dowler department of criminal
justice california state university at bakersfield abstract popular culture, legal films, and legal film critics
- popular culture, legal films, and legal film critics james r. elkins this symposium is brought to you for free and
open access by the law reviews at digital commons @ loyola marymount university and loyola law school. it
has been accepted for inclusion in loyola of los angeles law review by an authorized administrator of digital
commons@loyola psychology of popular media culture - ations among violent crime (homicides and
aggravated assaults), video game sales, internet keyword searches for violent video game guides, and the
release dates of popular violent video games (both annually and monthly). contrary to the claims that violent
video games are linked to aggressive assaults and homicides, no
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